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Dear Editor. 

Effect of corticosteroids in COVID-19 still needs to be examined [1-3]. In their article, Fadel et al. 

compared two groups of patients hospitalized with COVID-19, with over half of them receiving corticotherapy 

in both groups (68.2%, vs 56.8% p=0.094), but different median time between hospitalization and therapy 

initiation (2 days, IQR 1-3, vs 5 days , IQR 3-7). Negative evolution of the disease occurred less often in the 

early group (34.9 vs 54.3%, p=0.005). They conclude that corticotherapy may improve the evolution of COVID-

19 [4]. To reach this conclusion, comparison of treated and untreated patients should have been made. 

In our hospital, we investigated retrospectively all cases of confirmed COVID-19 requiring more than 

3L of oxygen, in adult patients hospitalized between 10 March and 9 April, 2020. The outcome of interest was 

oro-tracheal intubation, and we aimed to study the effect of corticotherapy. The study received approval from 

our Ethics Committee, the patients were informed, and the study was declared to the National Comity for 

Informatics and Liberties. The independent contribution of the patient’s characteristics to the risk of intubation 

was analyzed by logistic regression (Table). In order to compute the average treatment effect (ATE) of 

corticotherapy on intubation, we calculated a propensity score (PS) of exposure to corticosteroids using a logistic 

regression model, including: age, sex, Charlson index>1, BMI>25 kg/m2, hypertension, time from initiation of 

symptoms to hospitalization>7 days, CRP>150 mg/L, oxygen>3L, treatment with hydroxychloroquine, and 

azithromycin. These variables include potential confounders (related to treatment and outcome) and prognosis of 

the outcome [5]. We used PS matching, matching 1:1 to the nearest neighbor with a caliper of 0.25, to estimate 

the ATE on intubation of a treatment in a population where all individuals have the same probability of receiving 

the treatment. As sensitivity analysis, we used inverse probability weighting with the PS.  

Out of 70 cases, 35 (50%) required mechanical ventilation, due to respiratory failure. Corticotherapy 

affected the risk of intubation with a risk difference (ATE) of -47.1% (95%CI -71.8 to -22.5). Using inverse 

probability weighting, the ATE was similar: -47.5% (95%CI -70.0% to -25.0%). Among the 49 patients that did 

not receive corticosteroids, 32, i.e. 65%, were intubated. Based on these results, systematic corticotherapy may 

have resulted in 65% - 47.1% =17.9%, i.e. 12 intubations overall. That would have lifted the pressure on the 

limited number of beds at the ICU unit. 

Fadel et al. found that the effect of corticosteroid varies according to the timing of their administration. 

In our study, mean duration of symptoms before hospitalization was 7.6 ± 4 days, and mean duration before 
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corticosteroid initiation was 13.0 ± 4.2 days. In our opinion, it is the delay after symptom’s onset that presents a 

practical interest. This information is rarely found in other comparative studies [4, 6-9].  

Further studies are urgently needed, in order to determine not only the effect and the best timing of 

corticosteroids in COVID-19, but also the best protocol of administration in the best target population.  
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Table 1: Multivariable odds ratios of intubation associated 

with patients characteristics, n=70 

 
Odds Ratio (95% CI) p 

Age 1.12 (0.98 to 1.29) 0.105 

Sex  0.18 (0.01 to 4.71) 0.303 

Charlson index > 1 9.52 (0.55 to 164.42) 0.121 

BMIa ≥ 25 kg/m-2 1.34 (0.06 to 29.28) 0.852 

High blood pressure 4.18 (0.44 to 39.81) 0.213 

Duration before hospitalization > 7d 0.36 (0.032 to 4.17) 0.416   

Oxygen dose at entrance > 3 l/mn 54.69 (2 to 1497.49) 0.018 

Highest CRPb > 150 mg/L   73.47 (2.37 to 2277.84) 0.014   

Azythromycine 0.36 (0.02 to 5.19) 0.451 

Hydroxychloroquine 99.36 (1.67 to 5907.55) 0.027 

Corticosteroids < 0.001 (3.24e-06 to 0.09) 0.004 

aBMI: Body Mass Index; CRPb: C-Reactive Protein 
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